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Answer: B

QUESTION: 108
Which command can be run on a UNIX server to verify that Process Agent is
running and responding properly?

A. /usr/local/bin/lsof
B. $OMNIHOME/bin/nco_pad
C. /usr/bin/ps -ef | grep nco_pa
D. $NCHOME/omnibus/bin/nco_pa_status

Answer: D

QUESTION: 109
A government institution is interested in monitoring their Oracle-based internally
developed applications with the Tivoli Netcool suite. They only allow secure,
encrypted communications between components of the solution. Which procedure
should the institution implement to ensure secure communication is
implemented?

A. No additional procedures are necessary, as there is documentation stating
encryption is supported by both applications.
B. They only need to implement SSL between the internally developed Oracle
applications and a Netcool probe since the default configuration communicates
with the ObjectServer using encryption methods.
C. They should set up network equipment to enforce routing policies between
the internally developed Oracle applications and the Netcool since encryption is
not supported with the Tivoli Netcool probe communication libraries.
D. They should test communications between the internally developed Oracle
applications and the Netcool suite by running a probe local to the host where the
database is located and configuring the probe to run in secure mode and establish
an SSL session with the ObjectServer.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 110
Within SQL shere clauses which type of clause should be ordered last to optimize
performance?
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A. Date field matching
B. Integer field matching
C. Exact character matching
D. Regular expression character matching

Answer: D

QUESTION: 111
You are installing a High Availability OMNIbus Environment using a Failover
gateway called FAIL_GATE. If replication is required for data other than alerts
data, which configuration files need to be modified?

A. FAIL_GATE.startup.cmd, FAIL_GATE.props, FAIL_GATE.map
B. FAIL_GATE.objservera.tblrep.def, FAIL_GATE.objserverb.tblrep.def
C. FAIL_GATE.objservera.tblrep.def, FAIL_GATE.objserverb.tblrep.def,
FAIL_GATE.map
D. FAIL_GATE.objservera.tblrep.def, FAIL_GATE.objserverb.tblrep.def,
FAIL_GATE.props

Answer: C

QUESTION: 112
What is the proper syntax for creating a backup of the object server when the
target directory is called backup?

A. Alter system backup "NCHOME/omnibus/backup/"
B. Create system backup "NCHOME/omnibus/backup/ "
C. Alter system start backup "NCHOME/omnibus/backup/"
D. Alter system create backup "NCHOME/omnibus/backup/"

Answer: A

QUESTION: 113
Which nco_sql command can be used to list all of the gateways and other clients
connected to an ObjectServer?

A. Select Users from master.names;
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B. Select * from catalog.connections;
C. Select Gateway from master.names;
D. Select Connections from catalog.connections;

Answer: B

QUESTION: 114
Which roles should be assigned to a group of users to allow them access to the
ObjectServer Event List in order to manage alarms?

A. DesktopAdmin and ISQL
B. CatalogUser and AlertsUser
C. AutoAdmin and DatabaseAdmin
D. CatalogUser and DesktopAdmin

Answer: B
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